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I received my � rst exposure to the Summit climbing 
treestand a few years after John Woller Sr. launched the 
brand in 1981. It was at one of the premier sport shows 

of the time, the Anderson International Bowhunters Clinic. 
Walking into one of the large exhibit tents, I found John Sr. 
standing next to a tree trunk he’d fastened to a sturdy base. 
I took some notes about the product, grabbed a photo and 
tried to move on to my many other booth visits.

Woller wouldn’t let me, insisting that I try the stand 
before I reported on it in the magazine that employed me 
at the time. I had had some close calls with other climbers, 
including the plywood and steel Baker models that could 

ratchet down trees a lot more quickly than you could go up. 
I also had a critical weld break on a new all-metal model 
while I was up about 16 feet o�  the ground, which was pretty 
embarrassing, since the company owner was standing by the 
base of the tree.

I gingerly stepped onto the center of the Summit 

Summit Treestands Brand Manager Monte Bennett (left) is shown 
at left during a factory tour he provided to Lee and Ti� any Lakosky, 
elite brand ambassadors for the entire Summit line. Lakosky is 
holding an example of the SummitLokt feature founder John 
Woller pioneered, in which aluminum components snap together 
before they are welded together, aiding alignment and reducing 
the stress on the weld.

A view of the 134,000 square foot Decatur plant, where 55 people are currently employed, including nine dedicated to the Knight & Hale 
product line.

Operations Manager Keith Wilson (at left with Bennett) has the 
challenge of keeping his American production force competitive 
with the o� shore production that several of Summit’s competitors 
use. Summit has long used robotic welders for some operations. 
Now Wilson, an 18 year employee, has put lean manufacturing 
techniques and the careful charting and review of key metrics in 
place. At 9 a.m. each morning, he leads meetings, which include 
his production supervisors plus representatives of purchasing, 
engineering and quality control, in this room.

The green chart he’s pointing to shows that treestand orders 
from the giant Pradco distribution center in Calera are being � lled 
at a 95 percent rate while the chart to the right has the Knight & 
Hale product lines being � lled at an even better 98 percent rate. 
High � ll rates from each of the brands into the Calera center are 
important, allowing customers to combine orders for such items 
as Knight & Hale calls, Code Blue scents and D/Code scent control, 
Moultrie feeders and game cameras and Summit stands and safety 
harnesses.

Top of Its Field
How Summit Stays There
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treestand but Woller urged me to stand right at the front 
corner, then bounce up and down on the balls of my feet. I 
was amazed; there was no � exing or noise like I’d encoun-
tered with some riveted stands and no twisting where the 
teeth were dug into the bark of the tree. When I climbed 
down, Woller showed me a stand nested together for trans-
port and invited me to pick it up. Formed from hollow steel 
channels braced and welded together, it was far lighter than 
I expected.

Woller worked for NASA as an engineer but his passion 
was bowhunting. Dissatis ed with the options at the time for 
climbing stands he built his own, then built ones for friends. 
When John Sr. went into business to build treestands com-
mercially in 1981, he pledged Summit Treestands would be 
safe, comfortable, concealed and quiet.

“Even today, if a stand doesn’t have all four of those 
qualities, we won’t sell it,” Monte Bennett assured me during 
a recent visit to the 134,000 square foot Summit production 
facility in Decatur, Alabama. Bennett is the Summit brand 
manager, dividing his time between the facility I visited and 
the Pradco Outdoor Brands headquarters in Birmingham, 
about 90 miles to the south. John Sr.’s three sons, John Jr., Will 
and Ron, had all followed him into the business and when 

Ebsco purchased the company in 2002 to operate under the 
Pradco umbrella John Jr. was at the helm, overseeing all of 
Pradco Outdoor Brands. David South (John Sr.’s son-in-law), 
was the general manager of Summit. When John Jr. left in 
2014, Bennett was tapped to lead the key Summit brand.

He certainly had the experience for the position. Bennett 
started working at Summit in 1996, when he was just 19. 
Prior to joining Summit he attended college in the evenings, 
working construction during the days to pay for it. Working 
at Summit looked like it would be easier than hanging 
Sheetrock all day. It certainly o� ered more variety. Bennett 
was one of just four production workers at the time. “I 
worked on bending metal, welding, painting, loading trucks, 
you name it,” he said. “One day, you might be working in the 
powder coating booth; the next, you might be answering the 
phones as you took care of customer service.”

John Sr. continued to work at his engineering profes-
sion, Bennett recalled but, until the sale to Pradco, would 
come by just about every afternoon to make sure things were 
being handled as they should. As the brand name indicates, 
“Summit has always positioned itself as the premier brand in 
the industry,” Bennett told me, saying market studies show 
the brand today accounts for between 65 and 68 percent of 
all climbers sold. “We’ve always maintained that status by 
listening to our customers and dealers, taking the product 
ideas they’ve given us and applying the four principles our 

Kerry Burch has worked at Summit for 19 years and today oper-
ates a cluster of metal working machines near the receiving area 
at the start of the production line. Aluminum extrusions already 
cut to length by American aluminum suppliers come into the plant 
in boxes of 2,000-2,600 parts. They have teeth punched into them 
in one operation. Next, Kerry sets them in a die and brings the 
press down (at right) to form them into a tree-hugging V like he is 
holding in the photo above. Part of the lean manufacturing system 
is to use these carts sized to hold components needed to form a 
speci� c number of treestands. The lower section of the cart holds 
slats for the base in a � ve-to-one ratio to the components on top.
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founder established. � at’s helped us to stay at the top of 
our game.”

How can Summit stay successful in a segment of the 
outdoor industry littered with brands that have gone out 
of business, have outsourced production to China or both? 
Under the Wollers and under Pradco, the brand has invested 
heavily in American manufacturing. � e � rst robotic weld-
ers I had seen in the outdoor industry were working at the 
Summit plant when I visited almost two decades ago. � e 
ones working there today are more sophisticated, able to weld 
at more angles so employees are not having to turn product 
over so the robots can � nish their task. Aluminum is more 
di�  cult to weld than steel, so by introduc-
ing aluminum 
back in 2000, the 
company set the 
bar higher for 
its competitors. 
To be safe, alu-
minum stands 
also require 
more exper-
tise in design; 
where steel typi-
cally bends if it 
is overloaded 
at a joint, alu-
minum may 
break. “Could I 
build aluminum 
stands in China? 
Surely,” Bennett 
said, though 
freight costs can-
cel out a portion 
of those savings. 
“But if it’s com-
ing in a box from 

overseas, we’re not getting to inspect that quality the way we 
could if we build it here.”

All the aluminum climbers use SummitLokt technology, 
which means every joint is locked in place before welding 
so stress on the weld is minimized. � at helps keep these 
climbers safe. Some technology Summit borrowed from the 
auto industry, called Dead Metal, helps keep them quiet 
and concealed. Polymer pellets placed inside the hollow 
tubing expand into sound-deadening foam when the stands 
are heated to bond the powder coating to the metal. Roomy 
platforms, padded arm rests and thick cushion seats have 
long made Summit climbers comfortable. Now you have the 

Bennett (left in photo at right) jokes with Falon Scruggs, whose job 
includes punching holes in these treestand support arms. The punch 
press above was designed by the on-site manufacturing engineer and 
built by Summit employees. Note the double switches that help ensure 
hands are safely out of the way.

The Viper SD, above at left, has been the company’s top-selling climber since it was 
introduced in 1998. At right, the Sentry SD open front was one of four new models for 
2016. It has the same roomy base but the newer style mesh seat positions you higher 
relative to the arms so bow shots to the side are easier. The e�  ciency with which new 
models can be manufactured in the Summit plant is an important consideration for engi-
neers as they � ne-tune the designs. Despite the drastic di� erence in appearance, these 
stands share many components.

At left is the Vine single ladder stand, designed to o� er a great deal of concealment 
thanks to its vine-like tubing and the platform of expanded metal grating.
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option of mesh-style � ip-up seats on the Sentry SD open front and closed 
front models that were new for 2016. � e mesh is tough, light, dries very 
quickly and accommodates the � ip-up feature. � e support arms on those 
models curve back and because you sit higher, bow shots to the side should 
be easier.

� e mesh seats on those two models, woven from a Teslin material, 
are currently being imported, though 
the � rm is looking at bringing their 
production in-house. � e Summit 
plant has its own sewing department, 

Coils of aluminum are inspected and 
dated as they are delivered, then stacked 
near the 250 ton Niagara stamping press 
and the decoiler and feeder that serve 
it. Small pieces of metal shown above 
are the only waste, as these V-braces 
are punched out and formed, until the 
machine gets to the last few feet of the 
roll, which is too short for the feeder to 
handle. Those segments are saved for 
prototyping new stands, according to 
Operations Manager Keith Wilson, at 
right.

Ariat hunting boots go as far as your passion takes you. Endure all environments in quality-crafted, 
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where camo material is cut, sewn to straps and cushioned 
for use as seats, back cushions, arm rests and foot rests. “I 
believe in American manufacturing,” Bennett told me. “If I 
had my way, everything I built would be built in the USA.”

Summit can’t make its steel treestands domestically 
and be a viable competitor in that part of the market. � e 
next best thing is for the company to have a trusted overseas 
manufacturing partner as well as extensive involvement in 
the production process. Before Summit introduced the new 
Vine series of ladders and climbing aids, it helped set up 
the production line in China. Many of the jigs used to hold 
the curved components in place as they’re being welded 
together were built by Summit Engineering Manager Eric 
Presly on one of his long visits overseas. Summit has a dozen 
steel hang-on stands or climbing aids plus 11 steel ladder 
stands but the four Vine products for 2016 dwarfed those 
in the amount of preparation needed before production. 
“Myself, our Sourcing Manager Chad Ferris and Engineering 
Manager Eric Presley have each spent between 40 and 70 

days in China during the past year,” Bennett told me.
Where Summit’s aluminum stands and earlier steel 

models were built with manufacturing e�  ciency in mind, 
the overriding purpose of the Vine models is to o� er greater 
concealment. � e series was introduced in 2016 with a 23 
foot Vine climbing stick, single and double Vine ladder 
stands and a Back Country Hang On that features the Vine’s 
wavy designs in the platform. � e concept and original 
designs came from Bradley Fitzgerald, a former Summit 
engineer who introduced them a few years ago under the 
Treeline brand name. “Bradley came out with a great design 
but he didn’t realize the cost of taking the product to mar-
ket, when you include things like TMA certi� cation, liability 
insurance and paying a sales force. We bought the rights 
to the patents and trademarks,” as Bennett explained; then 
Summit made a few improvements before reintroducing 
the products under the Vine name. Fitzgerald now works 
for Summit as a consultant whom Bennett often taps for dif-
� cult assignments.
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Summit has a vendor sup-
ply the precut cables for the 
company’s QuickDraw Cable 
Retention system, with sil-
ver-soldered ends to prevent 
fraying. Cole Irvine slides 
four round stop sleeves on a 
cable end and positions it in 
a die before using this press 
to apply 144 tons of pressure. 
He then � nishes the other 
end. The stop sleeves come 
out in an octagon shape, 
bonded permanently to 
the cable (lower left). Next, 
shrink wrap tubing is applied 
to the cable. Progressive dies, 
like the ones shown at right, 
are used in presses to form 
the QuickDraw bracket that’s 
welded to the suspension 
arm. The photo at lower right 
shows some of the steps in 
the formation of the bracket 
from what started as a coil of 
aluminum.
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“� e shapes are made to mimic a vine,” Bennett said. 
“In Bradley’s research, he started to understand how the 
human eye picks up straight shapes much more quickly than 
curved ones. When you put these things up in the woods, it’s 
amazing how they disappear. Before they came out, I put up 
a Vine climbing stick for a photo shoot, then went to hang 
another stand. � e camera guy showed up and I could not 
� nd where I put this Vine. It blended in so well that it took 
me 20 minutes to � nd it.”

Bennett showed me a video of the tube bending machine 

that makes one key component. � e computer-controlled 
machine advances a steel tube, bends it, turns it and 
advances it some more. Each long length comes out identi-
cal to the one preceding it. Cut to length, the tubing is placed 
in jigs and welded to brackets along with pencil-thin lengths 
of steel that come under tension as the ladder sections are 
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Most welding at the plant is handled by robots once workers have all 
the parts in position. Above, Richard Guzman is placing components in a 
jig while the welder is working on the other side of a shield. He’ll ready a 
crosspiece, a yoke, a perimeter tube and � ve base channels, tapping them 
in place with a mallet and then moving to the other side of this unit while 
the welder works in the bay he has just left.

Jamie Russell rivets a spring clip to brackets, which are 
welded 13 at a time in the robotic welder working in the 
unit behind him. His dark glasses help shield his eyes from 
re� ected glare.

Four welding booths in which humans, not robots, run the beads 
are still in use. Above, Isidro Uriostegui (left) and James Roach are 
welding around the support arms on three sides and welding the 
V-brace in place. Competition for skilled workers like this has been 
brisk in northern Alabama, where Polaris and Remington have 
recently opened production plants.

Instead of work being collected in batches and moved around 
in bins or on pallets, stands are often now passed between work 
cells in a continuous � ow. Above, William Higgins is passing o�  
to Joseph Huddleston (right). There is still some walking between 
work cells at this point but the operations manager is studying 
ways to move the cells closer together.
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In a quieter, air-conditioned part of the plant, Summit has a sew-
ing operation. Above, Marilyn Jones is using a newer heavy-duty 
machine to sew the straps for the company’s Buck Step climbing 
aids. At upper right, Maria Gonzalez (seated) is another of the 
skilled sewing workers who create components like the padded arm 
rests for treestands. She’s watched here by Ti� any Lakosky. Carrie 
Gullion (lower right) is sewing a seat for a Viper, working from the 
back of the fabric, similar to how you might make a pillowcase.
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bolted together in the � eld. “� e pencil rods force the col-
umn to act like a suspension bridge,” Bennett explained, “so 
you get a very secure feeling as you climb.”

Building a Vine Ladder Stand is so complex, it takes 180 
di  erent operations and is very labor-intensive, Bennett told 
me. By that measure, the $299 suggested retail price for the 
single person model is very reasonable. � e Vine Double 
Ladder stand sells for $379. � e 23 foot Vine climbing stick 
is priced at $129 and the Back Country, a steel hang-on stand 
with a Vine-inspired base, goes for $169. Currently, steel 

stands from Summit carry a one year warranty while alumi-
num models have a � ve year warranty. One reason for the 
disparity is the attachment method. � e fabric straps used 
to attach the steel stands are subject to weathering and wear 
while the steel cable used on the climbers is a much more 
durable item.

Steel stands built outside the U.S. are shipped to 
the Pradco Outdoors distribution center in Calera, 
Alabama for quality inspections, warehousing and dis-
tribution. “We open a small percentage of the boxes and 

16

Pedro Manuel quickly checks each weld before hanging a stand on 
a conveyor where it will go through a washing cycle (above right), 
then into a 400 degree drying oven. The next stop is the powdercoat 
booth (right), where Anthony Settles operates the gun, alternat-
ing with two other employees through the day at this physically 
demanding task. The coating is baked on in another high-temper-
ature oven; then the treestand cools before reaching the � nishing 
area below.

The remaining steps happen quickly as touch-up paint is applied 
and caps � nish o�  open tubing (see Sandy Esparaza at lower left). 
Below at center, George Bolden zips cushions on the footrest and 
arms. At lower right, Corey Simpson (in blue) and Jamarcus Pointer 
add climbing stirrups and stretch cords before stands get their back-
pack straps and are boxed along with their twin climbing cables.
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then, if we � nd an issue, we open a larger percentage,”
Bennett said. � at helps the company determine if the 
� aw was an insolated incident or something that needs 
to be corrected at the factory and checked for throughout 
the inventory.

Summit introduced a third new ladder for 2016: the Hex. 
� e name comes from the strong hexagonal tubing used 
to build the ladder portion: a double rail design. Like the 
two Vine ladders, this one requires no crossbar back to the 
tree trunk.

Summit introduced three new ladder stands this past 
year because it believes that portion of the market is grow-
ing, Bennett noted, along with the average age of the hunt-
ing population. While the company has long had ladder and 
hang-on style stands, it has never had as much variety there 

as it o� ered in the climbers. “You’re going to continue to see 
us innovate in the climbing stand arena,” Bennett promised. 
“We also want to be the leader in other types of stands. And 
if we’re the leader in treestands, we should be the leader in 
safety harnesses as well.”

Summit got into the harness business back in 2000 with 
its purchase of Seat of the Pants. Bennett said Keith Jones, 
founder of that brand, was the � rst to introduce an after-
market safety harness and he continued to work for Summit 
until his retirement in 2014.

� e Seat of the Pants harnesses worked well and used a 
thread-through buckle design like you can � nd on a build-
er’s full-body harness: light and strong. However, that buckle 
isn’t easy to hook or unhook in the dark, Bennett said. � e 
harnesses never had good shelf appeal in terms of styling 

18

Above, Maria Mercado (in red) and Alma Uriostegui assemble 
the line’s most popular deer call, the Ez-Grunt-Er Xtreme, using 
locally molded components.

Below, the innovative Echotech Striker is assembled here; at 
this stage, the epoxy that holds the synthetic tip to the dia-
mondwood striker is curing under rubbery sleeves.

The Decatur plant is also home to Knight & Hale game call produc-
tion. Production Supervisor Shad Bomar (at right above) leads an 
eight member crew including tuning expert Guy Hollaway. They are 
shown holding high-end waterfowl calls machined from acrylic or alu-
minum on the CNC lathe behind them.

Below, mouth calls made in Mexico, Missouri by a team led by Chris 
Parrish have come out of cold storage to be engraved with their model 
names in a laser engraver operated by Carla Huddleston.
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or packaging, the brand manager acknowledged. � e brand 
name also seemed out of sync with the innovation associ-
ated with the Summit stands.

For 2016, the company developed completely new har-
nesses under the Summit Safety Harness brand, with quick 
release buckles for the waist and legs. � ey all ride comfort-
ably close to the body thanks to a stretchy Comfort Torso 
Strap between the straps on the upper back. “� is gives you 
a feeling of security: helps your harness � t nice and snug,” 
Bennett said. “With other brands, when you are seated, the 
shoulder straps can fall away from your body and could even 
interfere with your bow shot.”

Shoulder straps on these new models are padded on 
both sides, not just on the surface. “We put the padding 
where it’s going to help you, even with a task like dragging 
out a deer,” the brand manager said.

Most harnesses now include a suspension relief strap 
but if that’s in a separate pouch or tucked in a pocket, it can 
be easy to leave it at home or lose it. � ese new harnesses 
have a pouch on the back that carries that accessory, put-
ting it out of the way but easily accessible in case you fall. 
A lineman’s rope and twin carabiners are also standard 
equipment, something other brands may list as an extra-cost 
accessory. � e High Performance Tether stretches to provide 
all the freedom of movement you need without draping extra 
length around your body.

Ti� any Lakosky gave important input as the wom-
en’s styles were being developed and Pradco Marketing 
Manager Beth Jones spent a lot of time with Bennett � ne-
tuning the design. Bennett said, “Women’s torsos can vary 
so widely, it was a real challenge. We quickly realized we 
needed to shorten the torso and lengthen the leg straps and 

truly make it more comfortable for a 
woman to wear.” � e X-Small/Small and 
Medium/Large models for women have 
the adjustment needed in every dimen-
sion. Extra length in the waist belt � ts in 
a neat coil; it doesn’t drape down and 
get in the way.

� e Pro version for men and women 
has an added feature: military style 
MOLLE webbing. It’s designed to work 
with a new series of accessory pouches 

being introduced for 2017. A hunter could 
carry pruning shears and a saw while 

Knight & Hale Brand Manager John Perry worked with the Bone Collector team of 
Michael Waddell, Nick Mundt and Travis “T-Bone” Turner to develop several new products 
for spring of 2017. Those not built at the Decatur plant are still inspected and packaged 
there.

truly make it more comfortable for a 
woman to wear.” � e X-Small/Small and 
Medium/Large models for women have 
the adjustment needed in every dimen-
sion. Extra length in the waist belt � ts in 
a neat coil; it doesn’t drape down and 
get in the way.

has an added feature: military style 
MOLLE webbing. It’s designed to work 
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hanging a stand, then recon� gure with di� erent pouches to 
carry calls, range� nders and releases while hunting.

Many hunters carry their cell phones in a pants pocket 
right about where the leg strap crosses, Bennett said. If 
those hunters slip o�  the stand, that phone is likely to snap 
just when they need it to call for help. He showed me how 

the cell phone pouch could be carried high on the left 
side (for a right-handed archer), easily accessible even if 
you’re dangling.

“If we own the treestand industry, we should own the 
harness industry as well,” Bennett reasoned. “ at’s my goal 
and we’ve already taken back a good share of that market.” 
 e Summit brand manager’s aspirations don’t stop there. 
“We have a three year plan to take us into other categories 
as well,” he said.

Was he talking about shooting boxes or fabric blinds? 
Bennett wasn’t going to provide any details but you can be 
sure that whatever new category Summit enters, its goal will 
be to reach the top and stay there.

Summit renamed and redesigned its safety harnesses for 2016 
with padded shoulder straps, a lightweight performance tether 
and a comfort torso strap. Above, Bennett (left) is wearing the 
Summit Men’s Pro Safety Harness, whose MOLLE system allows you 
to snap on a variety of pouches being added for 2017. Marketing 
Manager Beth Jones is wearing the Women’s Sport Safety Harness. 
The Pro and Sport versions come in both men’s and women’s and, 
like the new Junior model, come with a lineman’s climbing rope 
so you can more safely hang a treestand, safety line or step-style 
climbing aid.

Below, Quality Manager Bear Kelly measures a recess added to 
the Mark Prudhomme Competition Owl Call that is new this year 
so the � exible mouthpiece is more secure in the wood body. Kelly 
is concerned not just with the products but with their packaging, 
as you can see above from the sample packages he keeps as stan-
dards. The day Tim Dehn visited, he was also investigating whether 
a box supplier had begun to cut corners, which could lead to dam-
age during shipment.
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